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"Summer means happy times and
good sunshine. It means going to the
beach, enjoying the scenery, having

fun with friends and family."
- Brian Wilson

HELLO

SUMMER 

 

- JUNE 14
Flag Day

- JUNE 20
Father's Day
- JUNE 20

First Day of Summer

Representing love, passion, romance, purity,
and gratitude, this month's flower is the
classic rose. Roses, otherwise known as “The
Queen of Flowers,” are undoubtedly one of
the most popular and most loved flowers
across the globe. Also, the rose is the
national floral emblem of the United States. 

https://pristineeventsofsouthflorida.com/


PRISTINE TURNS 10!

NEW INSTAGRAM

CLASS OF 2021

Pristine Events of South Florida is
THRILLED to announce that we are
celebrating our 10 YEAR ANNIVERSARY
next month! We are so blessed to have
made it this far. In honor of this special
occasion, we are working diligently to
honor one of our loyal clients! Make 
 sure to follow our new NEW IG PAGE to
enter our special giveaway!
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"Go into the world and do well. But more
importantly, go into the world and do
good." - Minor Myers Jr.
Congratulations Class of 2021!
We know the pandemic took away a lot
of your festivities, so let Pristine Events
of South Florida plan a graduation party
fit for a scholar!

BOOK NOW OR PLAN AHEAD

Have you heard? Pristine Events of
South Florida has a new IG page! 
Follow us on instagram:
PRISTINEEVENTSFL ! Check out
our behind-the-scenes content,
stay up to date with our promos,
and keep up with the latest and
greatest of PRISTINE!

https://www.instagram.com/pristineeventsfl/
https://www.instagram.com/pristineeventsfl/
https://pristineeventsofsouthflorida.com/contact-us
https://www.instagram.com/pristineeventsfl/


4TH OF JULY

MELODY OF THE MONTH

JESSICA & RENATO
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Last month Team Pristine was back at
the gorgeous Pelican Grand Beach
Resort to coordinate Jessica and
Renato's Wedding! With a beautiful
rooftop ceremony and a fantastic view
at the reception, Jessica and Renato's
Wedding was definitely one to
remember. Thank you to all the 
vendors that helped us make their
Wedding, PRISTINE!

Kick back and relax! Whether it's a
family BBQ or a day on the beach let
Pristine Events of South Florida
handle your 4th of July celebration!
ENJOY $499 OFF OF OUR FULL OR
PARTIAL PLANNING PACKAGES!

LIMITED TIME OFFER EXPIRES:
06/20/2021

SEND US A NOTE!

Three Little Birds is a famous song
performed by Bob Marley and the
Wailers. Lyrically, Three Little Birds gives
the listener a message of hope and
motivation. This up beat song is perfect
for the summer!

So remember:
"Singin', don't worry, about a thing
'Cause every little thing, is gonna 
be all right"

https://youtu.be/HNBCVM4KbUM
https://youtu.be/HNBCVM4KbUM


Happy 
Father's Day!

A father is

neither an anchor

to hold us back

nor a sail to take

us there, but a

guiding light

whose love 

shows us a way. 

I will guide you in

the way of wisdom

and I will lead you

in upright paths.

When you walk,

your steps will not

be hampered, and

when you run, you

will not stumble.

- Proverbs 4;11-12


